1. Introduction. Let B{H) denote the algebra of operators (i.e., bounded linear transformations) on the Hilbert space H. AEB(H) is said to be p-hyponormal (0<p<l), if (AA*Y<{A*Af. (Of course, a l-hyponormal operator is hyponormal.) The p-hyponormal property is monotonic decreasing in p and a /?-hyponormal operator is <7-hyponormal operator for all 0<q <p. Let A have the polar decomposition A = U \A\, where U is a partial isometry and \A\ denotes the (unique) positive square root of A*A. If A has equal defect and nullity, then the partial isometry U may be taken to be unitary. Let 9W(p) denote the class of p-hyponormal operators for which U in A = U \A\ is unitary. $f(/(l/2) operators were introduced by Xia and %tU{p) operators for a general 0<p < 1 were first considered by Aluthge (see [1, 14] ); fflU(p) operators have since been considered by a number of authors (see [3, 4, 5, 9, 10] and the references cited in these papers). Generally speaking, df€U(p) operators have spectral properties similar to those of hyponormal operators. Indeed, let A e S^U(p), (0<p <l/2), have the polar decomposition A = U\A\, and define the SW(p + 1/2) operator A by A = \A\ 112 U \A\
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occurence). The following theorem, the n-tuple version of the Berberian extension theorem, will play an important role in the sequel. Hence, also,
In the following we shall denote the Taylor joint spectrum of si by <r(si). (See [13] for the definition of Taylor spectrum of a commuting n-tuple of operators.) We say that A = (A l5 A 2 ,..., A n ), (A, e C for all l s i < n ) , is in the joint approximate point spectrum o-n (s4) of si if there exists a sequence {x k } of unit vectors in H such that | | ( A -A , > * | |^0 as fc^°o, for all 1 < / < n ; A = (A,, A 2 , • . . , k n ), A, e C for all 1 <i <n, is in the joint point spectrum a p (si) of si if there exists a non-trivial vector x e H such that LEMMA 3. a n (si) = a nn (s4) = a nn {d) = a n {d).
Proof. Letting A° = (A°u A\,... , A°n) denote the Berberian extension of si (see Theorem B), it follows from Lemma 2 that
We are now in a position to prove the equality of the (Taylor) spectra of si and si. That \\A\\ = \\A || for a single operator A e 3W(p) has been proved by M. Fujii et al. in [10] .
Given a semi-normal (i.e., hyponormal or co-hyponormal) operator T = X + iY, a well known result of Putnam [12] states that if a real number r E O-(X) (or r + is e a(T), for some real numbers r and s), then there exists a real number 5 such that r + is e a(T) (resp., r e a(X) and s e (T(Y) ). This result extends to doubly commuting /r-tuples of hyponormal operators [4] . Does a similar result hold (for A e S^U(p) and) doubly commuting n-tuples in fflU(p)'? The technique of this paper (seemingly) does not lend to a proof of this. We do however have the following analogue for 3%!U(p) operators of a result on n -tuples of doubly commuting hyponormal operators with spectrum in IR". (See [4, Corollary] .) COROLLARY 2. / / a{si) £ R", then A, is self-adjoint, for all 1 < i < /z. [9] and if ST is a doubly commuting n-tuple of hyponormal operators, then a^ST) £ a(ST) -a m (SP) by [2] . 
Proof. Since a(d) = a(d) £ R", A-, is self-adjoint, for all l < / < « , by [4]. Recall that A-, is normal if and only if

COROLLARY 3. //A is an isolated point of a{M), then A e a p (stf).
Recall that if A is p-hyponormal, then a a (A) = a(A) -a m (A) by
implies that cr(M)\a Tu> (M)^ CTOQ(M). The inclusion a(si)\cr ru) ($$) g o-(X) (^) does not hold (even for hyponormal ,s#).
( By Lemma 3, a n {s^) = a^{si); applying an argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 2 to A 1 -* it is seen that <T S (S$) = a s (d). We have the proof is complete.
The /j-tuple (A u A 2 , . ..,A n ) is said to be essentially doubly commuting (resp., essentially fflU(p)) if the n-tuple (a u a 2 , • • • , a n ) , where a, = n(A;) for all 1 < / < n , and n:B (H)-> B(H)\K(H), is doubly commuting (resp., 9W(p) ). We close this note with the following result. Since o-p (a,) = cr np (a,), this implies that afq = X t q (1 < / < « ) . Consequently a, -<7 = (A,<7)* = (flf4)* = <7a, ( l s / < n ) , or, letting n{Q) = q, (A t Q -QA,) is a compact operator, for all !<«'<«. This completes the proof.
